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Database generate IDs as UUIDs Im using Firebase Database for my Android app and I need the ID's in the database to be of
UUID format as it is commonly used in Android application. I would like to know how to convert the IDs from auto generated

to UUID format. A: I assume you're using the Firebase Admin SDK? As per the documentation, you can call the
generateUniqueId() method on the FirebaseDatabase instance to get a UUID. String uuid =

FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().getReference().generateUniqueId().toString(); Editor's note: What is Street View? Google's has
been very busy over the past few weeks. First it was , and now it has made an appearance on the hometown of pop culture icons
. A "virtual camera" has been placed at various locations in San Francisco's , a tiny slice of land that has served as the backdrop

to several of the city's movies and television shows. To date, Google has placed 13 of its "Street View" cameras in San Francisco
and uploaded the images to the company's Web site. To see what Google has captured of this city of fanatics, visit ___________

The Captured Wells Fargo Center Location: 200 Larkin St. Where to find it: Street View Address: 200 Larkin St. Google's
Street View is the realization of one of the world's best dreams: To provide a virtual tour of every place we can drive or walk to.
Google's Street View — which was announced in 2005 — has already placed cameras in several cities, including Berlin, Venice,
Tokyo, and several others. Last week, the company unveiled its new Street View of San Francisco, a city that is home to one of
the world's greatest collections of cable cars, superb dining, and the birth of the American music industry. The San Francisco

Street View contains a number of famous locales, including 82157476af
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